Annuale, a degree exhibition held every term, is not just a collection of our students’ best work. It is a catalog of the times, a calendar of creative images, and a communication platform for dialogue.
How do you tell stories through art and technology?
Merge the latest digital technology with your limitless imagination and compelling story.

When did art and technology fall in love?
Fuse different forms of digital media into design innovations with timeless impact.

Who would play you in the movie of your life?
Combine motion picture production techniques with digital technology to create the cinema of the future.

How can you best capture life in a frame?
Astonish audiences with new perspectives, angles and interpretations by having an intuitive mastery of light, a deep grounding in technique and a genuine connection with the subject.

Is architecture really the soul of a civilization?
Build infrastructure for human interaction and cultural expression using inventive and sustainable design solutions.

How can you make something the world didn’t know it was missing?
Innovate solutions that optimize the function and value of a product for the benefit of its users.

How do you tell a story without words?
Learn about theater and film design, art history, and media studies as you dabble in stagecraft, prosthetics and costume construction.

Can music still soothe a savage beast?
Our student-musicians’ strong command of music theory and composition complements their technical skills in sound recording and processing.

How do you personify brilliance?
It takes a diamond to cut another diamond. That is why our Theater Arts program promises a dazzling cast of actors, directors, producers, and designers as professors and mentors.

How can you make art happen?
Gain knowledge on the ecosystem of the art, culture and creative industries and create the conditions, spaces and interfaces in which art, culture and creative practices and organizations can happen and be sustained.

Can you fashion the future?
Laboratory training in clothing construction and business knowledge on how to market merchandise help you carve out a niche in creative industries.
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How can design shape the way we live?
Explore spaces, surfaces, lights, colors, and building and decorative materials to create functional and delightfully distinctive interiors.
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